Keeping Hawai‘i’s people, economy and government moving forward, the State Department of Accounting and General Services (DAGS) needs qualified and dedicated people to join our team of motivated professionals.

At the DAGS, we plan, build and maintain public facilities; and provide technology solutions, fiscal guidance, administrative services and operational support.

Choosing an exciting career with us comes with the challenge to provide excellence in the civil service and satisfy a responsibility to meet the needs of Hawai‘i’s people and society.

Aloha, Bruce Coppa, State Comptroller

Learn more about all that we do for Hawai‘i at DAGS, please visit our website!

www.hawaii.gov/dags

Great Careers @ DAGS! Help make Hawai‘i’s New Day happen!

Currently recruiting for...

ARCHITECT V, ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS MANAGER,
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION INSPECTOR III,
ENGINEER V and VI

Anticipated recruitments...

ARCHIVIST II, PURCHASING SPECIALIST I to IV,
INFORMATION TECH. SPEC. VI (above minimum)

For recruitments, information and to apply online 24-7, visit the State Recruiting Office’s current list at http://agency.governmentjobs.com/hawaii/default.cfm

The State is an Equal Employment Opportunity employer
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